
Sacramento business brokers discuss the buyer's myth 
What have motivated you to buy a business? A simple “…because it has 

always been my dream to own one…” may not suffice. When owning a 

business, you need to contemplate on the real purpose of why you want to 

buy a business. Spend some time and think of other reasons for coming to 

a very important decision. If the prospective business looked interesting, 

then it must have brought you a sense of excitement. Do not stop at this 

point. Do you love the type of work you will be doing if you buy this 

business? Do not be one of those buyers who are just drawn into buying a 

business because it seems fun and exciting. You may not realize it but you 

may be driven by your emotions. Generally, business and emotions do not 

make a good combination. 

In any business endeavor, planning is key. Sit down, relax, have a cup of 

coffee if it makes you feel good. Take a piece of paper and a pen and start 

putting your thoughts into writing. It does not have to be a formal list. Just 

scribble your thoughts randomly. Start by answering the two questions 

above. The point here is from the start, you need to formulate a good plan 

for your business buying venture. State your primary purpose followed by 

some other lines, and yes, no matter how silly it may sound. Mark your 

priorities. 

If you have purchased a business altogether, then skip the questions above 

and just jot down your business plan. Start with your financials. If the 

money you used to purchase your business came from a bank loan, then 

you really need to finish that business plan. It is a different story now if you 

do not really know how to compose a business plan. Browse the web to find 

programs that will show you how or consult a business broker who can 

guide you throughout the business planning stage. Then the next best thing 

to do is to consult Sacramento business brokers and discuss your 

plans. You must have bought a business that sells services and products. 

Now that you have full control of the inventory, you need to make a 

database of sorts. Keep a business log and faithfully update this log. 

All products and industries have an expiry date. Even people expire. Your 

products get old each day. Should you wait for it to expire? Begin 

processing and replace the old with the new. This is just a mental process 



that correlates to your business’ life cycle. You need to upgrade every 

aspect of your business, your products, your people, your records, and 

most of all yourself. And one day, when you decide to retire or maybe get 

tired of doing business, you may think about reselling the business. By then 

you will be prepared because you have started to organize today what could 

be messy in the future had you not. Purchasing a business is like having a 

child. It may be the most significant deed you have ever done. Go nurture it 

for the right purpose, be patient, slowly but surely, do appropriate due 

diligence, and bargain for the superb deal, and make your business 

prosper. Consulting Sacramento business brokers will help you make the 

right decision. 
	  


